Abstract. We give explicit formulas and algorithms for the computation of the Thurston-Bennequin invariant of a nullhomologous Legendrian knot on a page of a contact open book and on Heegaard surfaces in convex position. Furthermore, we extend the results to rationally nullhomologous knots in arbitrary 3-manifolds.
Introduction
An important class of knots in contact 3-manifolds is given by Legendrian knots, i.e. smooth knots tangent to the contact structure. If a Legendrian knot is nullhomologous the so-called Thurston-Bennequin invariant compares the contact framing with the Seifert framing. The Thurston-Bennequin invariants of Legendrian knots in a contact 3-manifold encode a lot of information about the contact structure. For example, a contact structure is overtwisted if and only if there exists a Legendrian unknot with vanishing Thurston-Bennequin invariant. For this and other basic notions in contact geometry we refer the reader to [7] .
For Legendrian knots in the unique tight contact structure of the 3-sphere there is an easy formula to compute the Thurston-Bennequin invariant out of a front projection (see Proposition 3.5.9 in [7] ). A natural extension is to consider Legendrian knots in contact surgery diagrams and to compute their Thurston-Bennequin invariant in the surgered manifold. Starting with the work of Lisca, Ozsváth, Stipsicz and Szabó [11, Lemma 6.6 ] several results were obtained in that setting by Geiges and Onaran [8, Lemma 2] , Conway [3, Lemma 6 .4] and Kegel [10, Section 8] .
In the light of the Giroux correspondence of open books and contact structures (see [5] ) another natural way to present a Legendrian knot is to put it on the page of a compatible open book of the contact 3-manifold. In [6] Gay and Licata recently generalised the notion of a front projection of a Legendrian knot to this situation. Among other applications is a formula computing the Thurston-Bennequin invariant of a Legendrian knot given in a generalised front projection.
Here we use a more direct approach. The main results are formulas for:
A. The Thurston-Bennequin invariant of nullhomologous Legendrian knots on Heegaard surfaces in convex position in terms of intersection behaviour with the Heegaard curves (see Theorem 2.1),
B.
The Thurston-Bennequin invariant of nullhomologous Legendrian knots on pages of open books in terms of the monodromy (see Theorem 3.1).
We first state and prove the formula for Heegaard surfaces in Section 2, which we then adapt to the setting of open books in Section 3. We follow roughly the steps in [10] . First we compute the homology of the knot exterior from the Heegaard diagram and then present contact and Seifert framing in this homology. Comparing these two classes then yields the ThurstonBennequin invariant. We furthermore present some examples and applications in Section 4 and extend the obtained results to rationally nullhomologous Legendrian knots in Section 5.
The other classical invariant of a Legendrian knot, its rotation number, can be computed in surgery diagrams by the results mentioned above. It would be nice to have a similar formula for the open book setting.
The Thurston-Bennequin invariant in Heegaard diagrams
Let (M, ξ) be a closed 3-dimensional contact manifold and fix a contact Heegaard splitting M = V 1 ∪ V 2 , i.e. a Heegaard splitting such that the Heegaard surface is convex in the sense of Giroux. In particular, the handlebodies V 1 and V 2 are not assumed to be standard contact handlebodies. Let K ⊂ M be a Legendrian knot on ∂V 1 = ∂V 2 which is nullhomologous in M and intersects the dividing set Γ of the convex Heegaard surface ∂V 1 transversely. We denote the number of intersection points by |K ∩ Γ|. Note that for a given knot in a contact manifold it is always possible to find a contact Heegaard splitting such that the knot lies on the Heegaard surface (cf. Corollary 4.23 in [5] ).
We give a formula to calculate the Thurston-Bennequin invariant of K in this setting. Let n denote the genus of the Heegaard surface. We may assume that the solid handlebody V 1 consists of a single 0-handle and n 1-handles and the solid handlebody V 2 consists of n 2-handles and a single 3-handle. Let
where • denotes the intersection product in H 1 (∂V 1 ; Z) (see Figures 1 and 2 ). For ease of notation we will not differentiate between an oriented curve and the homology class it represents. Furthermore, the Heegaard curves on ∂V 1 , i.e. the images of the attaching spheres c i of the 2-handles, are called c i . We fix orientations of K and of the c i . This is needed for the calculations, but the results are independent of the particular choice.
Observe that H 1 (M ; Z) is generated by the g i and there is a relation for every Heegaard curve c j (whose expression in terms of the generators can be read off by counting intersections of c j with the g * i , i.e. c j = (c j • g * i )g i , cf. Chapter 9 in [14] ). Throughout this paper we will omit the coefficient 
A knot is nullhomologous in M if and only if its class is a linear combination of the relations in H 1 (M ) over the integers, i.e. as a class in H 1 (V 1 ) we can write the nullhomologous knot K as
Theorem 2.1. The Thurston-Bennequin invariant of the Legendrian nullhomologous knot K lying on a Heegaard surface in convex position, transversely intersecting its dividing set, computes as
Proof. First we consider the case in which K does not intersect the dividing set Γ of the convex Heegaard surface. Then the contact framing of K coincides with the Heegaard framing, i.e. the framing induced by a parallel copy of K on the Heegaard surface. We want to use the above presentation of H 1 (M ) to construct a presentation of H 1 (M \ νK), where νK denotes a tubular neighbourhood of K in M . To that end we slightly push the curves g i and c i into the handlebody V 1 in a neighbourhood of the intersection points with K and denote the resulting curves by g i and c i (see Figure 3) . Let µ be a positive meridian of K in M . Then H 1 (M \ νK) is generated by µ together with the g i and the relations are c i − (K • c i )µ,
The relation of the generators in M and M \ νK
Let λ c denote the contact longitude and λ s the Seifert longitude of K (cf. Section 3.5 in [7] ). Then the Thurston-Bennequin invariant tb(K) is defined by the equation
The Seifert longitude is defined by the condition λ s = 0 in H 1 (M \ νK). This yields the equation
In our setting, the contact framing coincides with the Heegaard framing. Therefore the contact longitude λ c is given as a parallel copy of K on the Heegaard surface, i.e. we have
Inserting this expression for the contact longitude into the above equation for the Thurston-Bennequin invariant we get
Using the relations in H 1 (M \ νK) this transforms to
As the meridian of a nullhomologous knot has infinite order in the knot complement, this proves the first case.
In the general case, when the intersection of K with the dividing set Γ is non-empty the result follows from the fact that the contact framing and the framing induced by the Heegaard surface differ by half the number of intersection points of K with the dividing set (cf. Theorem 2.30 in [4] ).
Algorithm 2.2. Computing the Thurston-Bennequin invariant. Using the formula from Theorem 2.1 we can compute the Thurston-Bennequin invariant of a Legendrian nullhomologous knot lying on a convex Heegaard surface algorithmically. Define vectors
and a matrix
Solve the equation A = C · E over the integers (such a solution exists exactly if K is nullhomologous). Then the Thurston-Bennequin invariant is given by:
Example 2.3. We compute the first homology group of the manifold M given by Figure 1 as
where we use c j = (c j • g * i )g i . In fact, one can show that M is diffeomorphic to S 1 × S 2 . Now consider two knots K 1 and K 2 in M as shown in Figure 4 . The matrix C is equal to
Figure 4: Knots on a Heegaard surface of S 1 × S 2 and the knots are encoded by
..,3 = (0, 2, 1) . The equation A 1 = CE admits integral solutions, e.g. (1, 1, 1) , which means K 1 is nullhomologous. However, A 2 = CE is not solvable at all, so K 2 is not nullhomologous.
The Thurston-Bennequin invariant in open books
In this section we use the result on Heegaard surfaces to give a computable formula for the Thurston-Bennequin invariant of a nullhomologous Legendrian knot on the page of an open book and furthermore a way to check whether a knot on a page is nullhomologous. Note that it is always possible to find an open book supporting the contact structure such that a given Legendrian knot lies on a page (see Corollary 4.23 in [5] ). Let (S, φ = T
be a contact open book with monodromy φ encoded by a concatenation of Dehn twists. Here T ε k k denotes a Dehn twist along the curve T k with sign ε k . Let (M, ξ) be the resulting contact manifold. Choose an arc basis a i , i = 1, . . . , n, i.e. a system of arcs such that S becomes a disk when cutting along them, in such a way that the arcs meet the curves T k transversely. Using the intersection product on S we define a matrix C via
be a contact open book with monodromy φ encoded by a concatenation of Dehn twists and fixed arc basis a i , i = 1, . . . , n of S as above. Let K be a Legendrian knot on S. Define a vector A by A = (K • a i ) i=1,...,n .
K is nullhomologous if and only if there exists an integer solution E of
A = C · E.
If K is nullhomologous its Thurston-Bennequin invariant is equal to
Proof. Note that if K is a Legendrian knot on S its contact framing coincides with the framing induced by the page S (cf. Lemma 3.5 in [5] ). With the chosen arc basis a i , i = 1, . . . , n, we get that
is a genus n = (2 · genus(S) + r − 1) Heegaard diagram for M , where r is the number of boundary components of S (this is a slight variation of the classic approach published in [9] ). Here S 1 and S 2 are two copies of the page S, with the orientation of S 2 reversed, glued along their boundary, i.e. the Heegaard surface Σ is the double of S, and (a i ) j denotes a copy of a i on S j (see Figure  5 ). Curves and arcs on S 2 are always assumed to be oriented oppositely to their counterparts on S to give rise to oriented curves on Σ. Furthermore, the curves g * i and c i are understood to be slightly isotoped to only have transverse intersections. We identify S with S 1 , so the knot K lies on S 1 .
Having transformed the open book into a Heegaard diagram, Theorem 2.1 gives a formula for computing the Thurston-Bennequin invariant. In particular, we will use Algorithm 2.2 and adapt it such that it only uses 
where the last equality arises from restriction to S 1 as K lies only on S 1 . Analogously, the matrix C has entries
where the last term is again read in S 2 and comes from restriction (we isotope the curves such that there are no intersection points on the boundary and consider the algebraic intersection number). Observe that in our current setting we have where we identify curves with their classes as usual. Repeatedly applying this to the a j yields
and thus
where we use the intersection product on S 2 . In applications, however, we want to consider intersections on the page S, which has the opposite orientation. This provides for the negative sign in the formula to compute the Thurston-Bennequin invariant in an open book, i.e. we have tb = − E, A .
Remark 3.2. Note that in the case of disjoint Dehn twist curves T k the expression of the matrix entries c ij reduces to
In particular, C is symmetric.
Remark 3.3. The particular choice of a solution E does not impact the result since two different solutions differ by a vector K in the kernel of C and A is in the image of C. Thus, the scalar product of A and K vanishes, see also Example 4.3.
Applications and Examples
Example 4.1. Unknot in the standard 3-sphere. Consider the open book decomposition of (S 3 , ξ st ) with page S an annulus and the monodromy given by a positive Dehn twist T + along the central curve T and let K be a Legendrian knot parallel to T on the page S. In this example an arc basis of S consists of a single arc a only, which we choose to be a linear segment joining the boundary components of the annulus. Choosing orientations as depicted in Figure 6 we get
The knot K is nullhomologous since the equation −1 = 1 · E has the solution E = −1. This we knew before since any knot in S 3 is nullhomologous, but we need a particular solution E to calculate tb. We then compute the Thurston-Bennequin invariant as
The Heegaard diagram on the right hand side of Figure 6 encodes the same situation. Here it becomes clear that K is the unknot. This particular Heegaard splitting arises from the open book picture on the left by performing a Dehn twist. Stabilising K once yields an overtwisted disc, so the contact structure is indeed overtwisted. The equation A = CE is solvable over the integers, so K is nullhomologous. However, the solution is non-unique. Solutions are of the form
i.e. the result is independent of the chosen solution E n . This is always the case (see Remark 3.3). 
since T l+1 is disjoint from the other Dehn twists. The equation A stab = C stab E stab is then solved by the integral vector
and we compute tb to be
Rationally nullhomologous knots
In this section we study rationally nullhomologous Legendrian knots as proposed in Baker-Grigsby [2] , Baker-Etnyre [1] and Geiges-Onaran [8] . In particular, we generalise Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 to rationally nullhomologous Legendrian knots. Let K be a knot in M . We call K rationally nullhomologous if its homology class is of finite order d > 0 in H 1 (M ). Let νK be a tubular neighbourhood of K and denote the meridian by µ ⊂ ∂νK. A Seifert framing of a rationally nullhomologous knot K of order d is a class r ∈ H 1 (∂νK) such that
It is obvious that every rationally nullhomologous knot has a Seifert framing; uniqueness however is not obvious.
Lemma 5.2. The Seifert framing of a rationally nullhomologous knot is unique.
Proof. Let r 1 and r 2 be Seifert framings. Let µ, λ be an oriented basis of H 1 (∂νK), where µ is represented by a meridian of K. Then we can write
As r i is a Seifert framing we have q i = d with d the order of K. The classes r 1 and r 2 are equal if considered in H 1 (M \ νK). Therefore we have p 1 µ = p 2 µ in H 1 (M \ νK). But a meridian of K intersects a rational Seifert surface non-trivially, so µ cannot be a torsion element. Hence p 1 = p 2 , i.e. the framings coincide.
Existence and uniqueness of the Seifert framing enables us to define a rational Thurston-Bennequin invariant, which coincides with the usual definition in the nullhomologous case, and is well-defined in arbitrary contact 3-manifolds.
Definition 5.3. The rational Thurston-Bennequin invariant of a rationally nullhomologous Legendrian knot K is defined as
where λ c denotes the contact longitude and r the Seifert framing, and the intersection is taken in H 1 (∂νK).
Observe that this means that we have the equality
in H 1 (∂νK). Now consider a Legendrian knot K on a convex Heegaard surface not intersecting the dividing set. Using the notation from Section 2, such a knot is rationally nullhomologous of order d in M if and only if the equation dA = C · E admits a solution E over the integers and d is the minimal natural number for which a solution exists. In that case, fix a solution E. Analogously to the nullhomologous case we then have
Since µ has infinite order we thus proved the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4. The rational Thurston-Bennequin invariant of the Legendrian rationally nullhomologous knot K of order d lying on a convex Heegaard surface, transversely intersecting its dividing set Γ, computes as
Similarly, Theorem 3.1 generalises to the result stated below. (K • a i ) i=1,. ..,n .
K is rationally nullhomologous of order d if and only if there exists an
integer solution E of dA = C · E and d is the minimal natural number for which a solution exists.
2. If K is rationally nullhomologous of order d its rational ThurstonBennequin invariant is equal to
